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NEW RELEASES NO. 17 – 2019 
             
Irene Mawela: The Best Of The SABC Years 
UM 103 / € 9,95 / 0193428011007 / label: Umsakazo Records / format: CD / South Africa – Popular 

This special collection of recordings, curated from the South African Broadcasting Corporation’s Record 
Library, features material from an iconic vocalist that has only ever been heard over the airwaves. Between 
1982 and 1988, Irene Mawela made more than two dozen excellent vocal jive recordings for the SABC 
Transcription Service. Though broadcast regularly over the years on Phalaphala FM, no transcriptions were 
ever made commercially available. Now, Umsakazo Records and the SABC are proud to present 22 of the 
best Irene Mawela transcriptions - for the very first time on CD - providing a rare insight into the SABC’s 
vast archive of recorded material... and a glimpse into a forgotten era of the illustrious career of one of 
South Africa’s greatest singers. Listen to a track. 

             
Oum: Daba (Out on Friday August 30

th
, 2019) 

MDC 16 / € 10,95 / 5051083147217 / label: LOF Music-Music Development Company / format: CD / Morocco – Popular 

With her sensual voice, she explores the diversity of Moroccan music, tinged with soul, Gnawa and Hassani 
rhythms. Inspired by the music of her country but also by Africa in general and by jazz, she reveals a moving 
personality, sincere, committed and develops a light musical universe in which her Sahrawi origins are 
reflected. After the resounding success of Soul Of Morocco, which has seduced music lovers around the 
world, Oum delivers with Zarabi a performance of a whole new dimension.Now she releases her third album 
'Daba', this new album evokes a plural Morocco, where the desert borders palm groves and green plains. 
Oum's assertive voice, between piercing high notes and light choirs, makes emotions oscillate as you listen, 
like an olive branch sometimes caressed by a gentle breeze, sometimes hung to pick the fruit. Listen here. 

             
Sirom: A Universe That Roasts Blossoms For A Horse (Out on Friday August 30

th
, 2019) 

GBCD 79 / € 10,45 / 4030433607923 / label: tak:til-Glitterbeat / format: CD / Slovenia – Imaginary Folk 
GBLP 79 / € 13,45/ 4030433607916 / label: tak:til-Glitterbeat / format: LP / Slovenia – Imaginary Folk 

The three members of the band – Ana Kravanja, Samo Kutin and Iztok Koren – are gently fending off any 
question that attempts to reduce their music to type. ‘Imaginary folk’ is Samo’s preferred description, but the 
word ‘preferred’ is doing some heavy lifting here. You get the sense that the band don’t much care for 
labels. ‘It’s also good not to know everything,’ he says. ‘We don’t want to play something that sounds like it 
already exists.’ (Although fans of psych, outernational field recordings, folk horror, Don Cherry’s Organic 
Music Society, Rileyesque minimalism or mutant country might find a home, however fleeting, in Širom’s 
world.) Listen. 

             
Felix Lajko & Volosi: Felix Lajko & Volosi 
FA 4252 / € 12,45 / 5998048542529 / label: Fono / format: CD / Serbia-Poland – Avantgarde-Folk 

What happens if one self-stringing strings phenomenon is associated with another five? Strings-stringing 
phenomena? Music from the higher spheres, infinite musicality, stunning creativity based on respect for 
each other's oddities, paying attention, and a kind of virtuous, hard-to-follow order. This collaboration can 
only be accomplished with decades of stage presence experience, infinite self-knowledge, technical 
knowledge and a mastery of musical creativity. Not a competition, but a co-creation, an artist-based 
friendship based on trust, in a common language, which is the uppercase music. “You might ask, why take 
five superb string players, and than add an other. Because the result is simply thrilling and keeps you on the 
edge of your seat. It is super exciting, and I had a sense of the awe audiences might have felt see- ing 
Paganini in the 19th century. Yes-it was that exciting.” (Simon Broughton, Songlines Magazin) Listen. 

             
Levente Vaszi & Anita Vrencsan: Gyimesvolgyi Nepzene Kostelekrol 
FA 4362 / € 8,95 / 5998048543625 / label: Fono / format: CD / Hungary – Folk 

Levente Vaszi is a Hungarian-geography teacher at Kostelek in Gyimes, who considers his profession to be 
the preservation of the centuries-old Csángó tradition of Gyimes through the Hungarian language, folk 
music and folk dance. Kostelek is a village in one of the most secluded corners of the Carpathian Basin, in a 
beautiful mountainous setting surrounded by pine forests, but everyday is not so idyllic. This album, 
subtitled Gyimes Valley folk music about Kostelek, was like going to a ball, Levente's home village. The 
vocal repertoire predominates, with the strings playing an accompanying role. The majority of the chants are 
dance house music, complemented by the bittersweets of the region. Some of the tunes are specifically 
related to Kostelek's traditions, but they also considered it important to show the folklore treasures of the 
surrounding settlements. Listen to a track. 

https://soundcloud.com/umsakazorecords/irene-mawela-xikolo-1985
https://youtu.be/kPhmYeUAklc
https://youtu.be/tCxrkZGjf18
https://youtu.be/75I73G_cjM4
https://youtu.be/4B_M3tm1Ijo
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Rozsdamaro: Mely – Deep 
FA 4332 / € 8,95 / 5998048543328 / label: Fono / format: CD / Hungary – Folk 

The second album of the Rozsdamaro Zenekar is called Mely - Deep, and the band's new music material, 
compiled with great knowledge, invites you to delve deeper and rediscover nature and traditions. The disc is 
a cultural salvation and salute to the hard-but-proud shepherds, the shepherd artists, and the Gypsy 
musicians of the village. The peripheral part of the Hungarian folk music is shepherd music, where the 
guardians living with the herds are the most knowledgeable of the sounds of fauna and natural phenomena. 
Their music is greatly influenced by their lifestyles, the fauna of the animals that live with them, and the 
special sounds of their work; such as humming bells and bells ringing in the neck of guarded animals, which 
are valued and guarded to this day, just like traditional knowledge and music. Listen. 

             
La Makina: Nel Vivo Di Una Lunga Storia 
SQLCD 86 / € 12,95 / 9788889009901 / label: Sqi Libri / format: CD+DVD / Italy – Popular 

In a polysemic and polyphonic work, images and songs, texts and music, voices and visions converge in 
exalting the beauty and density of the artistic proposal of La Macina and its 'melancholic and ardent aedo', 
Gastone Pietrucci, capable of giving us back, with philological fidelity but with a contemporary 
pronunciation, the gems of a centuries-old tradition of singing that, through them, is renewed, denying 
decadence and anachronism, to reaffirm their will 'stubborn and contrary' to last in time. With a painting and 
a note by Carlo Cecchi, the drawings by Simone Massi, the writings by Allì Caracciolo, Massimo Raffaeli 
and Francesco Scarabicchi and, on the DVD, the documentary Gastone se canti, te lega, edited by Filippo 
Paolasini and Paola Ricci. Listen to a track. 

             
Peppe Voltarelli: Voltarelli Canta Profazio 
SQLCD 85 / € 9,95 / 9788889009864 / label: Squi Libri / format: CD / Italy – Popular 

Italy, revisited by the most whimsical of the crooners of our house, animate the painful and stralunata 
representation of a southern eternally equal to himself. Compassionate lament and pitiful self-flagellation are 
replaced by the flashes of bitter irony to sing, at a dance pace, the drama of a community, the bloody 
wounds of history, the desolation of abandoned suburbs. Voltarelli sings Profazio inaugurates a new series, 
Crinali, dedicated to works where poetry is converted into music and music is prolonged in writing to tell 
emblematic events of national cultural history or also to offer a new and unusual look at the horizon of our 
daily lives. Listen. 

             
Almir Meskovic & Daniel Lazar: Roots 
EM 122 / 11,95 / 7041885312225 / label: Etnisk Musikklubb / format: CD / Bosnia-Serbia – Balkan 

Almir Meskovic and Daniel Lazar each have more than 20 years of experience with both classical music and 
folk music. With their musical roots from the Balkans mixed with influences from other styles, this duo has a 
very special feature. They present a range of styles and genres, ranging from Balkans rhythms and Russian 
folk tunes, to Mozart and Romani music, but the main motive are to keep the drive that music itself has 
developed over the centuries. Their music consists of elements from the cultures and backgrounds that they 
represent. By taking advantage of their knowledge of folk, classical and contemporary music, jazz and 
improvisation and then mixing all these elements with their influences, they have ended up with something 
intriguing, virtuosic, fresh and fun to play and listen to. Listen to a track. 

             
Raabygg: En Etter Mor 
EM 125 / € 11,95 / 7041880997977 / label: Etnisk Musikklubb / format: CD / Norway – Folk 

Norwegian band Raabygg invites you into its world of folk music from the inner parts of Agder. The music is 
rough, gentle, danceable, humorous and beautiful. The trio strongly holds their musical tradition but presents 
it in their own unique way.' 'Ein etter mor is produced by legendary guitarist Knut Reiersrud. All the members 
of Raabygg have many projects, in addition to the fact that all three stand firm as traditional solo performers. 
In Raabygg, this becomes a powerful merger with space to interact with each other. In 2016, the debut 
album 'Ein After Far' (EM 112) came out, and now they have released theír second album. Listen. 

             
Bjarne Palerud: Julekvelden – Hardanger Fiddle 
EM 65 / € 11.95 / 7041885306521 / label: Etnisk Musikklubb / format: CD / Norway – Folk 

This is an album of a master of the Norwegian Hardanger fiddle. Bjarne Palerud was a gifted musician 
whose playing was much prized in the Norwegian folk scene in the 1970s and 1980s. He was a perfectionist 
who could sit for hours practising a single tune until it was exactly as he wanted it. The result of this 
perfectionism can therefor be heard on this album. He also played often for dancing parties at dance clubs, 
and these dance tunes you also can find on this album. It is good to know that his music can live on into the 
future, and that those who didn’t have the pleasure to listen to his music in the past can still listen to it. Listen 

             
Lois Le Van: Vind 
CR 279 / € 10,45 / 0190759480526 / label: Cristal Records / format: CD / France – Jazz 

Playing a very eclectic jazz, always curious about new things, Lois le Van is at the initiative of Lois le Van 
Sextet, an ensemble whose compositions and arrangements for flugelhorn and French horn reveal all the 
nuances of his voice. By having his compositions interpreted by the Bravo Big Band on the album Rendez-
vous à l'Ovyne (2017), the singer is once again out of the ordinary, offering a work conceived as a poetic plot, 
on the texts of François Vaiana and Laura Karst. In parallel, his interest in poetry is expressed in the duo Les 
Yeux de Berthe, co-created with pianist Sandrine Marchetti, whose first opus Feuilles et nuages (2015) sets 
contemporary poetry by Philippe Jaccottet to music. His projects multiply, with the creation of VIND, a trio 
including Paul Jarret on guitar and Sandrine Marchetti on piano. Teaser. 

https://youtu.be/401Kg-wu5xs
https://youtu.be/4CLCVmKUq1k
https://youtu.be/o-au3WGbKcw
https://youtu.be/oKPJ2gUAHB4
https://youtu.be/bXfMVn9bFh4
https://youtu.be/xZo5vKGV4VE
https://youtu.be/Y1ozmRRH8-M
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Andy Clark: I Love Joyce Morris (Out on Friday August 30

th
, 2019) 

GWR 12 / € 10,45 / 4260433518060 / label: Greywood Records / England – Singer-Songwriter 

Eclectic singer-songwriter Andy Clark (UK) releases his debut album “I Love Joyce Morris” 30th of August. 
Similar to Animal Collective’s hit “My Girls”, or Tom Rosenthal’s “Just As”, Andy Clark shares experiences of 
entering parenthood through his songwriting. Through “I Love Joyce Morris”, Andy Clark is not only open to 
reflect upon the ups and downs in life, he also bakes it with an ingredient of wittiness. In the album title “I 
Love Joyce Morris”, meaning his children and referring to the saying “You’re the apple of my eye”, he uses 
the name of the local apple orchard “Joyce Morris”, inviting the audience to solve the puzzle of the album 
title.  
 

EXPECTED 
             
Trupa Trupa: Of The Sun (Out on Friday September 13

th
, 2019) 

GBCD 80 / € 10,45 / 4030433608029 / label: Glitterbeat Records / format: CD / Poland – Art Rock 
GBLP 80 / € 13,45 / 4030433608012 / label: Glitterbeat Records / format: LP / Poland – Art Rock 

Poland's hotly-tipped experimental rock ensemble delivers a potent, galvanizing fifth album. Almost every 
song on Of The Sun - the magnetic fifth album from the Polish quartet Trupa Trupa - lands like an anthem, 
with barbed hooks driven by an italicized rhythm section and a chimera of crisscrossing harmonies. 
Throughout its propulsive 12-song sequence, this is an album that never lets up. From the relentlessly 
pulsing “Long Time Ago” to the deep glisten of “Longing,” Of The Sun is an unbroken string of hits in Trupa 
Trupa’s idiosyncratic, self-made universe. But just beneath the surface of these often bright and always 
indelible songs, there is a world teeming with nihilistic considerations, slyly dark humor, and survivalist self-
assurances - all subtly nestled into bold refrains and reflected back via complex, secret textures. Complex 
emotions ripple through Of The Sun, a radiant album about the damnation of mortality. Listen to a track. 

             
Felipe Cabrera: Mirror (Out on Friday September 27

th
, 2019) 

MDC 17 / € 10,95 / 5051083147231 / label: Music Development Company / format: CD / Cuba – Jazz 

Born in Havana, a child of the revolution, his classical training in Cuba and more than a decade spent with 
Gonzalo Rubalcaba have made Felipe Cabrera a precise and original composer whose rigor of writing is 
allied with inspired melodies creating a singular emotion. His new album 'Mirror' traces the story of a life, 
that of its composer. we find the leitmotiv so cherished by classical music but also saxophone solos that 
remingd us of Coleman Hawkins' jazz. To create Mirror Felipe surrounded himself with his long-time 
traveling companions; Leonardo Montana on piano, Irving Acao on tenor saxophone and Lukmil Perez on 
drums. Listen. 

             
Baba Zula: Derin Derin (Out on Friday September 27

th
, 2019) 

GBCD 82 / € 10,45 / 4030433608227 / label: Glitterbeat Records / format: CD / Turkey –Psych-Dub 
GBLP 82 / € 13,45 / 4030433608210 / label: Glitterbeat Records / format: LP / Turkey – Psych-Dub 

Art… it’s a way to keep sane in the dark times, to fight, to grasp at life. For Turkey’s BaBa ZuLa, art is their 
existence. It’s part of everything the Istanbul band does. As band founder and electric saz player Osman 
Murat Ertel explains: “Art is our language. We’re an art group” And on Derin Derin, their first studio album in 
five years, they create their art with beautiful eloquence and stinging passion. It takes wing and soars high. 
Turkish rhythms form the bedrock of BaBa ZuLa’s sound, just as they were the foundation of the early 
Turkish psychedelia of the 1960s and ‘70s that has been a lifelong influence on Ertel. The psychedelic 
sound of BaBa ZuLa also feeds quite organically into dub. But it’s dub in a new context, an experiment in 
music. Derin Derin is very much an album of today. It melds the past into the present and sends it flying into 
the future. Even the band photo on the cover sees the past flowing into the present. Listen to a track. 

             
Los Piranas: Historia Natural (Out on Friday October 11

th
, 2019) 

GBCD 81 / €10,45 / 4030433608128 / label: Glitterbeat Records / format: CD / Colombia – Cumbia-Rock 
GBCD 81 / €19,95 / 4030433608111 / label: Glitterbeat Records / format: 2LP / Colombia – Cumbia-Rock 

An avant cumbia meets instrumental rock supergroup featuring some of Bogota's most visionary musicians: 
Eblis Alvarez (Meridian Brothers), Mario Galeano (Frente Cumbiero, Ondatropica) and Pedro Ojeda 
(Romperayo, Sidestepper). Imagine a lysergic encounter between dark Colombian sonics, Konono’s 
distorted trance, Ceramic Dog’s sophisticated rawness, tropicalia and an out of control, hacked computer. 
This is the South-American psychedelic sound of the XXI Century. Retro-futurism at its finest. Although 
they’d played music together when young, Los Pirañas only came into being as a band 10 years ago. It gave 
them the chance to explore the complex vitality of Colombian rhythms mixed with Alvarez’s unique blend of 
computer and guitar. A combination of past and future, and a power trio unlike any other.  
 
 
 

Best Sellers Top 5 
1. Park Jiha: Philos          GBCD 77 / GBLP 77 
2. 75 Dollar Bill: I Wass Real        GBCD 74 / GBLP 74 
3. BCUC: The Healing                  BUDA 860351 
4. Kronos Quartet with Mahsa & Marjan Vahdat: Placeless                              FXCD 457 
5. Oumar Konate: I Love You Inna                  CLECD 25 / CLELP 25 

 
 
 

https://youtu.be/DvULUjJY3dQ
https://youtu.be/vKM6KvQxAIw
https://youtu.be/K5pnA_C5p8o
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REVIEWS 
Transglobal World Music Chart                       August 2019 
Refugees For Refugees: Amina                     MP 11 
Boban Markovic Orkestar: Mrak                 FA 4242 
Oumar Konate: I Love You Inna         CLECD 25 / CLELP 25 
Kronos Quartet with Mahsa & Marjan Vahdat: Placeless  FXCD 457 
Park Jiha: Philos               GBCD 77 / GBLP 77 
Yolla Khalife: On The Road                 NR 6014 
Gaiteiros De Lisboa: Bestiario   UGURU 6031145 
Janusz Prusinovski Ensemble:  

Po Sladach - In The Footsteps       BUDA 860345 
Arifa: Secret Poetry                MUNDUS 2019555 
Tristan Driessens: A Folk Dancer’s Journey    2GN 5 
Kanazoe Orkestra: Tolonso       BUDA 7748082 
Alim Qasimov & Michel Godard        BUDA 860347 
World Music Charts Europe                        August 2019 
Boban Markovic Orkestar: Mrak                 FA 4242 
Oumar Konate: I Love You Inna         CLECD 25 / CLELP 25 
Tita Nzebi: From Kolkata               VOC 8684 
Park Jiha: Philos               GBCD 77 / GBLP 77 
Alma Afrobeat Ensemble: Monkey See, Monkey Do             SLW 18 
Espanje                          #3 July-September 2019 
Las Migas: Cuatro           SATKCD 261 
Adrian Benitez: Un Paso Por El Tiempo              CDAB 15 
 

Jazzism                                                    #4 2019 
Arifa: Secret Poetry                MUNDUS 2019555 
Riccardo Del Fra: Chet Visions               CR 28687 
Mehmet Polat & Embracing Colours: Quantem Leap    MP 63 
Jan Wouter Oostenrijk: We Are Connected             MOU 4566 
Muziek Mozaïek Folk & Jazz     June-July-August 2019 
Lean: Jarabi                 FDM 119 
Refugees For Refugees: Amina                    MP 11 
Lust for Life                                    #91 2019 
Diali Cissokho & Kaira Ba    TERCD 6146532 
Ifriqiyya Electrique: Laylet El Booree            GBCD 70 / GBLP 70 
Various: Nostalgique Kongo        BUDA 860339 
Heaven                                                   #4 2019 
Duo Bottasso: Biserta E Altre Storie                        VM 3023 
Rumbaristas: Rumbaristas                   VLR 16 
Tita Nzebi: From Kolkata              VOC 8684 
Titi Robin: Rebel Diwana              SUR 1820 
Ponk: Diedina               SM 18001 
Oratnitza: Alter Ethno               MK57762 
Ifriqiyya Electrique: Laylet El Booree               GBCD 70 / GBLP 70 
Hama Sankare: Niafunke         CLECD 24 / CLELP 24 
Uptown Rhythm Collective: Different Places             CDURC 1 
Alim Qasimov & Michel Godard: Awakening              BUDA 860347

LIVE 
Amparanoia (Via Lactea) 
21/09/2019: ManiFiesta, Bredene (B) 
Arifa (Mundus Productions) 
06/09/2019: Pas Festival, Maastricht (NL) 
22/09/2019: Helende Geluiden, Haarlem (NL) 
18/10/2019: Toonzaal: Den Bosch (NL) 
01/12/2019: Jazz Inverdan, Zaandam (NL) 
25/01/2020: De Regentes, Den Haag (NL) 
Baba Zula (Glitterbeat Records) 
25/10/2019: Ancienne Belgique, Brussels (B) 
26/10/2019: Grounds, Rotterdam (NL) 
27/10/2019: Mezz, Breda (NL) 
30/10/2019: Hedon, Zwolle (NL) 
14/11/2019: Istanbul Express, Ghent (B) 
Baul Meets Saz (Seyir Muzik) 
20/09/2019: De Centrale, Ghent (B( 
Bassekou Kouyate & Ngoni Ba (Outhere / Glitterbeat) 
22/11/2019: Turnhout (B) 
27/11/2019: Oosterpoort, Groningen (NL) 
28/11/2019: Heerlen NL) 
29/11/2019: Muziekgebouw, Eindhoven (NL) 
30/11/2019: De Centrale, Ghent (B) 
BCUC (Buda Musique) 
30/08/2019: Into The Great Wide Open, Vlieland (NL) 
Bernard Orchestar (Coucou) 
30/08/2019: Sauveniere, Liege (B) 
07/09/2019: Nacht van de Kaap, Rotterdam (NL) 
Chicos Y Mendez (own label) 
23/08/2019: Les Solidarites, Namur (B) 
25/08/2019: Les Sentier de Sart-Risbart, Incourt (B) 
21/09/2019: ManiFiesta, Bredene (B) 
Gaye Su Akyol (Glitterbeat Records) 
31/08/2019: Forest Sounds Bel, Brussels (B) 
I Giocosi (Toca Records) 
12/10/2019: ZIMIHC Theater Zuilen, Utrecht (NL) 
Ifriqiyya Electric (Glitterbeat Records) 
01/12/2019: M4, Brussels (B) 
Jan Wouter Oostenrijk (Mountain Records) 
20/09/2019: Grounds, Rotterdam (NL) 
19/10/2019: Nieuwe Kerk, The Hague (NL) 
Katerina Tsiridou (Protasis) 
18/10/2019: Art Base, Brussels (B) 
20/10/2019: Buurtcentrum Poortershoes, Groningen (NL) 
21/10/2019: Amsterdam (NL) 
Kel Assouf (Glitterbeat Records) 
31/08/2019: Forest Sounds Festival, Brussels (B) 
13/09/2019: Popo Monument, Bergen Op Zoom (NL) 
26/09/2019: De Roma, Antwerpen (B) 
Los Piranas (Glitterbeat Records) 
30/10/2019: Brass, Vorst/Forest (B) 
31/10/2019: Vera, Groningen (NL) 

01/11/2019: Grounds, Rotterdam (NL) 
09/11/2019: Bimhuis, Amsterdam (NL) 
09/11/2019: Le Guess Who?, Utrecht (NL) 
Maria Emilia (PG Booking) 
06/12/2019: Muziekgebouw, Eindhoven (NL) 
07/12/2019: TivoliVredenburg, Utrecht (NL) 
Marina Cedro (Tango 33) 
04/10/2019: Cite Miroir, Liege (B) 
31/10/2019: CC de Saint Georges sur Meuse (B) 
Nani - Noam Vazana (Nani Music) 
07/09/2019: Festival Pas, Maastricht (NL) 
Orkesta Mendoza (Glitterbeat Records) 
21/09/2019: Grounds, Rotterdam (NL) 
Pixvae (Buda Musique) 
09/10/2019: Ancienne belgique, Brussels (B) 
Rami Khalife (Nagam Records) 
15/09/2019: Nieuwe Kerk, The Hague (NL) 
Refugees for Refugees (Muziekpublique) 
09/10/2019: De Spil, Roeselare (B) 
10/10/2019: CC De Factorij, Zaventem (B) 
09/11/2019: Sextet - Centre culturel de Verviers (B) 
07/01/2020: CC DE Brouckere, Torhout (B) 
08/02/2020: CC Braine, L’Alleud (B) 
Rumbaristas (Via Lactea) 
24/08/2019: Zomerterras, Vlaardingen (NL) 
25/08/2019: Plan B Waardamme, Oostkamp (B) 
Sirom (tak:til-Glitterbeat Records) 
31/08/2019: Into The Great Wide Open, Vlieland (NL) 
08/09/2019: Meakusma Festival, Eupen (B) 
Soweto Soul (Joep Pelt Records) 
25/08/2019: Cultura Nova Festival, Heerlen (NL) 
Tamala (Muziekpublique) 
01/09/2019: Basilique d’Avioth (B) 
28/09/2019: CC Blegny, Blegny (B) 
22/11/2019: CC Escale du Nord, Brussels (B) 
23/11/2019: Centre Culturel Braives-Burdinne, Braives (B) 
Toko Telo (Anio Records) 
09/10/2019: Theater Tilburg, Tilburg (NL) 
10/10/2019: Bozar, Brussles (B) 
13/10/2019: Theater Heerlen, Heerlen (NL) 
19/10/2019: Nieuwe Kerk, The Hague (NL) 
Trupa Trupa (Glitterbeat Records) 
24/09/2019: Paard, The Hague (NL) 
07/12/2019: Upon The My Of My Festival, Nijmegen (NL) 
11/12/2019: Vera, Groningen (NL) 
Ustad Saami (Glitterbeat Records) 
09/11/2019: Le Guess Who?, Utrecht (NL) 
Vardan Hovanissian & Emre Gültekin (Muziekpublique) 
19/10/2019: Sint Pieterskerk, Langdorp (B) 
06/12/2019: Salle Philharmonique, Liege (B)

 
Onze handeling wordt verzorgd door Central. U kunt onze producten bestellen via 
Tel: 072 - 567 3030 / e-mail: central.distribution@musicwords.nl of via Phononet. 

mailto:central.distribution@musicwords.nl

